
FACILITATOR 

• Content  

o Kindly use parking box if comments deviate 

o Go one by one cards/questions/content – never ask two question or flip over two 

cards at once, do not hesitate to ask 'can we close this? can we go on?' 

• Process - ensure that all participate 

o Encourage those who have not spoken to speak 

o Simply cut those who speak too long – very important to keep participation alive 

• Finalise tool with a summary, learnings and action points (for validation and for advocacy). 

The group can respond this, and ideally someone from the local partner can take over 

facilitation on action points. Do step in if summary has gone off on a tangent.  

• Keep positive, no response from participants is 'wrong', value them all the time, if it goes 

off the theme, kindly reframe it to the theme – very important to keep participation alive. 

• Don’t tell your opinion, ask people 

• Don’t explain the tool, just do it  

• Keep eye contact with co-facilitator (and note taker) 

 

 

CO-FACILITATOR 

• Help the facilitator 

o Time-keeping – you are the facilitator’s clock 

o Welcome late arrivals, put them in context and neutralise possible distractions 

o Help the facilitator with material, prepare what s/he may need next 

• Assess/warn the facilitator during the course of the tool 

o Facilitation – ensure there is no facipulation (facilitation that manipulates – so brings 

in the facilitator’s opinion) or facilitator's long speeches 

o Participation – ensure the facilitator is making everyone participate (e.g. not having 

eye contact only with those who speak the most but rather the opposite) 

o Visibility – ensure all participants can see the visuals, kindly invite them to move 

closer if not. 

o Content – ensure all steps are being covered, alarm the facilitator if the theme 

deviates and s/he does not realise. 

• Feedback the note taker on the process’ quality at the end of the session, including: a) 

participation, b) facilitation and c) content coverage 

• Take pictures of the process (not posing) and of the final tool 

• Note! Agree how the communication from the co-facilitator to the facilitator is to be done 

– some facilitators prefer it written in small papers, others by gestures.  

 

 

NOTETAKER 

• Before starting the tool, you can write down the profile of the group (number of 

participants, women/men/boys/girls) 

• During the tool, take notes on the content as per the template 

• Once the tool is finished, get feedback from the facilitator and the co-facilitator on how 

they think the process went (facilitation, participation and content coverage). 

• Remember to record the voices during the tool process, in case you miss something (in that 

case, write ‘gap’ during the note taking followed if possible by the time the recording is 

marking (so that you can find your gaps more easily, e.g. GAP 12m50s) 

• Do not only ‘summarise’ the content but also take notes on the group energy/non-verbal  

o Note when the facilitator had to prompt the group a lot – this probably means there 

is a distance between the community and the facilitator’s narrative/values 

o Note the high-level energy moments, an ‘aha’ moment or discovery, questions from 

the group, chaos/ shouting moments, silent moments, tensions amongst the group 



members and between the group and the facilitator (e.g. is alcohol ‘personal care’ 

or ‘non-care’ and who says what) 

• Distinguish between fast note taking (with symbols) and elaborate typing up (later with 

your computer) 

• Feel free to write vernacular and translate, or do it all direct in English 

• In activity map – add which cards are added later on and who does it (has to do with values 

and norms as not in people’s imaginary without card prompting). 

 

 

WHY ALL THIS? TO ENSURE PARTICIPATORY VALIDITY 

 

We need to ensure the validity of our group party data and be able to demonstrate it is valid.   

 

By demonstrating that selected informants followed the required profile  

• Informants to be from poor households, and households where women do paid work, and 

[only for participants and non-participants tools] they have to be in programmes or not) 

 

By demonstrating that most/all informants in the group have spoken 

• Ensure most talk > socialize. From one case to generalization – this one says this, how many 

think the same? How many have a different experience? Raise hands, ask… 

• Ensure all agree not just one or two saying it all. If two versions, this says this, this says that 

– what do we finally write? 1/ If tension between two ideas, facilitator to try to find a 

consensus, if not possible, take majority vote; note taker’s role to write this all down, 

especially dissent; 2/ Just make sure that not only one person’s decision. 

• (co-facilitator) Also note those who leave during the exercise and when – in an extreme case 

of many leaving, it would affect validity 

 

By demonstrating that we were beware of power relations that may have not enabled equal 

participation (note this in the notetaking template). 

• Ensure the facilitator has not facipulated and responded questions herself. Co-facilitator 

especially notes this 

• Ensure, if there was a powerful person in the group, that the facilitator did not only ask ‘do 

we agree’ (they will say yes…) but asked for specific examples from other people 

• Age – Ask for 15-18 year old, if not for 11-15 year old, not to have 11 and 18 together 

• Participation influenced by associationism of people and whether they have heard of the 

theme and know each other. 

 

By working on the action points so that research is useful for informants 

• Personalize action points more with partners, e.g. who can help you achieve this? 

• Ensure action points involve many actors, community, state, family… 

• Importance of having the local partner present in tools (not only for small advocacy, but also 

for tense situations, e.g. domestic violence)  

• Start with small advocacy actions (action validity). This is different to ‘oxfam’ type national 

advocacy; this has to do with the local partners. There may be linkages later.  

• Ensure action point is related to tool 

 
5 VALIDITIES IN PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH  

• Democratic validity – have we all participated? < KEY 

• Action validity – was this useful for the informants outside the academia? < KEY 

• Purpose validity – why are we doing this? 

• Plurality of knowing – (relates to concerns of academic-folk dialogue) 

• Sustainability – (relates to concerns on further theoretical generalisation) 



For the five validities, see: Bradbury, H. & Reason, P., 2001. Conclusion: broadening the bandwidth of validity: issues and choice-

points for improving the quality of action research. In Handbook of Action Research: Participative Inquiry and Practice. London; 

Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage, pp. 343–351. 

 

DEEPENING DATA TECHNIQUES 

• Use more why questions to deepen a point, and generate more participatory data 

• Socialise single-person responses to all the group, e.g. is it the same for all or different? 

Avoid “one question, one response, one question, one response” series 

• Relate previous points to other moments in the tool, e.g. wet wood from health to 

mobility 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Greeting 

2. Who you are and names of the team 

3. Purpose of research – balancing UCW and PW 

4. Clarify not a supporting programme, but a research one and that not giving money but 

getting info from community to share with government and policy makers 

5. Say how long tool will take and thank them for their time 

6. Introduce the tool objective 

 

CUTTING TALKATIVE PARTICIPANTS 

• Stop eye sights and look at others 

• Give your back to avoid him/her talking 

• Interrupt and ask – other people the same, how is it related to the theme… 

• Use name of another participant to interrupt 

 

OTHERS 

• Delegate sticking cards to participants and keep doing your roles – they can do it 

• Also use symbols beyond words – make it visual. 

• Participation not only verbal also non-verbal: participant writer of maps can change, if 2 

hands, ‘let’s hear the one who has not spoken’, ‘let’s hear new voices’, avoid eye contact 

with chatty ones 

• Importance of preparation before facilitation (groups not summoning at the same time, 

have material ready, ask for closed meeting spaces when possible to have less distractions, 

participants well profiled – working, +10y old… as in the body map essential) 

• Importance of the co-facilitator on keeping time (especially to ensure enough energy and 

time for discussion), photos process and final on tool, consent, unequal participation/ 

power, material ready and check what is being missed on content. S/he needs to feedback 

the note taker on process.  

• When everyone wants to answer, slow down as a facilitator and take turns. When no one is 

answering, be enthusiastic and push for responses. Work as a care break/accelerator. 

 


